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The Most Epic News Coverage Ever
by Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Daily Bull Immortal

Just the other day I was perusing the internet when I came across the most
ridiculous, true-to-life, bonkers news story I think I’ve ever read (aside from
stuff in the Daily Bull or Onion). Found on Channel3000.com, a Madison
news carrier, the article was titled “Woman wields frozen turkey in grocery
store melee” and it was about as insane as you can imagine. Here’s a summary of the article in all its grocery-filled glory. Analysis will follow.
“Two groups of women were involved in what Madison police are calling a
melee near the meat counter at a Woodman’s Food Market.
Police said a dispute over money started in the store on Gammon Road on
the afternoon of Nov. 12 and led to fisticuffs when one woman pulled out
pepper spray. Officers said one combatant armed herself with a frozen turkey that was swung and tossed. Two women began exchanging punches. A
pallet holding eight large boxes of bacon was toppled.
A 62-year-old man who was on the phone with dispatchers told police
he was struck in the head with a full container of yogurt. The two women
punching each other were fighting on the floor with the spilled yogurt and
bacon, according to police.
Police stopped the women who were pepper sprayed as they were about
to drive away. One was cited for disorderly conduct. The other combatants
were not immediately located.”
THIS ACTUALLY HAPPENED! I can hardly imagine the chaos that must have
gripped the innocent shoppers on that fateful day. That poor man who was
ferociously splattered with yogurt! His only crime was attempting to stymie
the destruction of perfectly placed bacon pyramids and holiday meals. The
women involved should forever be ashamed of themselves.
see Football on back
Kidnap the Sandy Claws, beat him with a stick, lock him up for ninety years, see what
makes him tick. Kidnap the Sandy Claws, chop him into bits, Mr. Oogie Boogie is sure to get his kicks.
Kidnap the Sandy Claws, see what we will see, Lock him in a cage and then, throw away the
key.
--Lock, Shock, and Barrel
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Rhode Island Declared “Dwarf State”
by Kara Bakowski ~ Pseudo-journalist

At this year’s Convention Where Politics Happen, which concludes today, legislators voted on a bill that defines what a
state actually is.
“There was never really a clear definition before. The states
just kinda formed, y’know?” Representative John Mica (R-FL),
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Government Operations
in the House of Representatives said. “Since Puerto Rico, the
Toledo Strip, and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan have been
considering statehood in recent years, we figured we should
probably define it.” With only 50 spaces for stars on the flag,
he said that they have to be exclusive.
The bill, which passed in the Senate yesterday, defines a
state as “an area of land larger than 2,000 square miles that
shares sovereignty with the US government and promises to
not pull any secession bullshit.” Rhode Island, encompassing
1,214 square miles, does not fit this definition and has thus
been declared the nation’s first “dwarf state”. It will maintain
its presence in the House and Senate until the 50th state
spot is filled, at which point it will be encompassed by Connecticut.
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Rhode Island is naturally
furious, but their claims of
discrimination and complaints have been too
feeble to be noticed in
the capitol, despite over
80% of residents marching on Washington today
in protest.
“Well, we had to draw the
line somewhere, and we
wanted it to affect as few
states as possible. There
are finally, officially only 49
states in the union,” Senator Debbie Stabenow (DMI) said when the results
were announced. She
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Sorry, buddy. Maybe next year.

see Gobble Gobble on back

SIGN UP FOR THE ORPHEUM EMAIL LIST: JUST EMAIL
“SUBSCRIBE” TO THEORPHEUMTHEATER@GMAIL.COM

from Football on front

I can honestly say that this may be the first time I’ve ever seen the word ‘combatant’ used to describe turkey wielding, yogurt soaked assailants. In my books,
this stellar news coverage receives 5/5 stars. I hope the reporter wins a Pulitzer
Prize for his amazing journalistic skills in covering this story.
Read more at: http://goo.gl/gNL10I
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Hate the articles? Think you can do better
than our writers? Capable of typing words
and have moderate grammar skills?
The Daily Bull is looking for you!
We meet Wednesday nights at 9:15 in
Walker 144.

said that the state of Michigan is looking forward to the new opportunity
that is now available to the Upper Peninsula.

Well, he’s still not exactly right, but he’s less
wrong than before...
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Legislators opposing the bill cited the expense this will cause in the already
inflated textbook industry: maps will have to be re-printed and schools and
students will have to buy new editions. Those in favor of the new definition
disregarded these claims, saying that “there was no significant harm done
when this shit happened to Pluto, and history textbooks should probably
be updated to include the 2000s anyways”.
Meanwhile, the composers of the well-loved “Fifty-Nifty United States” song
that is popular amongst elementary school music classes are scrambling to
re-write the song to omit Rhode Island. A new melody will be published
within the month, they said.
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